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Agenda 
•  Introduction. Some relevant dates 
•  Definitions. Learning object. OER 
•  Boost of mobile technologies 
•  What is an mOER? 
•  Current sources of OER 
•  Is sustainable to adapt traditional desktop contents to the mobile setting? 
•  What features are content repositories and referratories offering for mobile devices? 
•  What do content repositories think about supporting mobile devices? 
•  What do we gain by creating and learning with mobile contents? 
•  How can we address mobile OER using our smartphone's capabilities? 
•  What is the mOER authoring toolkit? 
•  How do we define mOER? 
•  References 
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Introduction. Some relevant dates 
1994 2002 2013 2004 
1994. Wayne Hodgins first defined LO 
2002. UNESCO first used the term OER 
2004. HORIZON reports LOs as relevant tech trend 
2010. HORIZON reports Open Content as tech trend 
2013. HORIZON reports MOOCs as tech trend 
????. Mobile OERs 
2010 
page 4 
Definitions. Learning object 
Koper (2001) 
“a collection of content items, practice items, and 
assessment items that are combined based on a 
single learning objective”. Hodgins (1994) 
Units-of-study 
Self-contained 
Reusable 
Can be aggregated 
Meta-data 
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Definitions. OER 
“Teaching, learning and research materials in 
any medium, digital or otherwise, that reside in 
the public domain or have been released under 
an open license that permits no-cost access, 
use, adaptation and redistribution by others with 
no or limited restrictions. Open licensing is built 
within the existing framework of intellectual 
property rights as defined by relevant 
international conventions and respects the 
authorship of the work” 
UNESCO 2002 
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Boost of mobile technologies 
Source: Wikipedia 
Source picture: http://testif.com/mobile-apps 
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What is a mobile Open 
Educational Resource? 
mOER are mobile generated OERs, namely, 
audio, video, text, picture, or any other 
artefact, with the aim to be used and reused 
on mobile devices with learning purposes 
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Current sources of OER 
• MOOCs 
• Learning object repositories 
• Universities (OCW) 
• Channels 
• Youtube 
• iTunes U 
• … 
• Referratories  
 (Ternier, Massart, Totsching, Klerkx & Duval, 2010)  
• Merlot 
• … 
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Is sustainable to adapt traditional 
desktop contents to the mobile 
setting? 
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Desktop to mobile adaptation 
Interaction. Touchable surfaces 
 
Spurce images: 
http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/02414/mobilePhone_2414866b.jpg 
http://0.tqn.com/d/cellphones/1/0/2/5/-/-/samsungimpression1.jpg 
http://www.slipperybrick.com/wp-content/uploads/2006/12/lg-ke850-mobile-phone.jpg 
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcTBmtBqY-bUhItTjIj0mLiV0cGLX67al9FTCiQOWi3UngHU-MD- 
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Desktop to mobile adaptation 
Sequencing contents. Instructional designs, MOOCS 
Source images: http://www.eurodl.org/materials/contrib/2005/Santally_files/image002.jpg 
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Desktop to mobile adaptation 
Size of screen 
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Desktop to mobile adaptation 
Pilots and frameworks: 
 
Su, Tseng, Lin & Chen (2011) personalized mobile 
content delivery based on mobile capabilities, learners’ 
preferences, and network conditions. 
 
Yang M-C. (2007) a pilot framework for aggregating and 
editing mobile learning materials from the existing web-
based eLearning materials  
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Desktop to mobile adaptation 
Experiments: 
 
Bradley, Haynes, Cook, Boyle & Smith (2009)  
 
“LOs were developed to tackle a series of pedagogical 
challenges, such as facilitating learner engagement, and 
aiding students in dealing with problems of abstraction 
and complexity. These learning objects use a number of 
constructivist principles provided by rich interactive 
visualizations or learner controlled pacing” 
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Is sustainable to adapt traditional 
desktop contents to the mobile 
setting? 
NO 
Source images: 
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-yhCQlFfHxao/UNJGYu3MFwI/AAAAAAAAAwk/GpVZoQyKx3s/s1600/Do-not-get-frustrated-in-direct-sales.jpg 
http://estelleryanblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/frustration.jpg?w=348&h=232 
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What features are content 
repositories and referratories 
offering for mobile devices? 
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Open Scout 
Tabuenca, B., Drachsler, H., Ternier, S., & Specht, M. (2012, December) 
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MERLOT 
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MIT OCW 
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Khan Academy 
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What do content repository 
owners think about supporting 
mobile devices? 
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A survey to OER 
repository 
owners on 
mobile usage 
OER$repository$ Scale$&$Scope$
ARIADNE'federation' International$teachers$&$students$~1,000,000$educational$resources$~$55$federated$repositories$
Open'Science'Resources'repository' European$science$teachers$~1,200$content$resources$
eduTubeplus'video'library'' European$teachers$&$students$~5,000$educational$video$resources$
COSMOS'repository' International$science$teachers$~100,000$content$resources$
I2G'Intergeo'repository' European$math$teachers$&$students$~3,500$educational$resources$
Key2Nature’s'Dryades'repositories'' European$biology$teachers$&$students$~400$school$projects$~86,000$content$resources$
OpenScout'federation' International$teachers$&$students$~$53,000$educational$resources$
SIVECO’s'ASPECT'repository' Romanian$teachers$$~200$content$packages$with$~1600$learning$objects$in$total$
FUNecole®'Educational'Content'Repository' European$teachers$&$students$$>$1,500$educational$resources$$
LaProf'educational'content'repository'' European$language$teachers$&$students$~800$educational$resources$
Miksike’s'LeFo'repository' Estonian,$Lithuanian$&$Latvian$teachers$~50,000$educational$resources$
'Bulgarian'national'educational'repository' Bulgarian$teachers$&$students$~3,500$educational$resources$
Virtual'Bulgaria'educational'portal'repository' Bulgarian$teachers,$students,$parents,$public$~7,000$multimedia$resources$
Znam.bg'collection' Bulgarian$teachers,$students,$parents,$public$~100,000$content$resources$~15,000$unique$visitors$per$month$
BMU'collection'of'eLearning'content'(including'Digiš'school'
repository)'
Serbian$teachers$&$students$~180$online$courses$
Croatian'national'school'repository' Croatian$teachers$&$students$~2,700$educational$resources$
Greek'national'school'repository' Greek$teachers$&$students$
1,583,000 resources  
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Question I 
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Question II 
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Question III 
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Question IV 
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Question V 
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Results VI 
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What do we gain by creating and 
learning with open mobile 
contents? 
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Context 
Patterns in 
lifelong learners 
on mobile usage 
 
Tabuenca, 
Ternier, & 
Specht (2012) 
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Motivation 
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Content availability & flexibility 
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Ubiquity 
Tagging 
Scanning 
Radio frequency … 
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How can we address mobile OER 
using our smartphone’s 
capabilities? 
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… using our “Swiss Army knife 
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BiDi code scanning 
Source images: 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/9/99/QR_code_scanning_at_Goddard_Space_Flight_Center.jpg/
1280px-QR_code_scanning_at_Goddard_Space_Flight_Center.jpg 
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Image recognition 
Source image: 
http://www.exa.com.au/articles/june_10/images/google_goggles.jpg 
Experimented in Han et al (2007) 
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Text recognition 
Source image: 
http://www.mobileindustryreview.com/wp-content/nokia-multiscanner1.jpg 
Santana-Mancilla et al (2012) 
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Voice speech recognition 
Source image: 
http://www.computerweekly.com/blogs/cwdn/2011/05/12/Augmented_GeoTravel.jpg 
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Frictionless identification 
Source images: 
http://www.extremetech.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/NFC-AppAdvice-348x196.jpg 
http://www.pokenisland.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/x-men-first-class-nfc-poster.jpg 
 
NFC, RFID 
Experimented in Pérez-Sanagustín, et al (2012) 
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Global Positioning System (GPS) 
Experimented in ARLearn in Florence. Ternier et al. (2012) 
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Augmented reality 
Mobile retrieval and navigation of LOs using a 3D Car Metaphor. Rahman & El Saddik (2011)  
Experimented in Rahman et al (2011) 
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Gesture recognition II 
Experimented in Rahman et al (2012) 
Accelerometer & infrared 
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What is the mOER authoring 
toolkit? 
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mOER Authoring Toolkit for ARLearn 
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mOER Authoring Toolkit for ARLearn 
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How do we define mOER? 
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mOER granularity 
Put something from churchill 
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Taxonomy for mOER 
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Linking physical world with mOER 
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Licensing of mOER 
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mOER 
“Teaching, learning and research materials for 
mobile devices, that reside in the public 
domain or have been released under an open 
license that permits no-cost access, use, 
adaptation and redistribution by others with no 
or limited restrictions. Open licensing is built 
within the existing framework of intellectual 
property rights as defined by relevant 
international conventions and respects the 
authorship of the work” 
 
 
OER Atelier 
In Heerlen, the 18th April 2013 
Yes 
No 
 
I suggest… 
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Thanks! 
@bernardtabuenca 
bernardo.tabuenca@ou.nl 
nl.linkedin.com/in/btabuenca 
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